McKinstry newsletter for March 2022
The KETCHUP is NOT Quite KAUGHT UP
B U T WHAT the hell, it might be someday!!
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Scheduled meeting nights for IPMS McKinstry 2022
September 23 Ship Night
October 14 Jugs, Tbolts
November 25
Jets
December TBA Christmas/holiday party

Complete list of dates info into 2023 can
be found on the McK website
Go:
https://ipms-mckinstry.org/

Pat Westerberg

Kit decals were used. Prewar pant colors for SemiGloss Green, Gloss Yellow and Silver were
Tamiya paints.
1/72nd scale Hasegawa F4F-3 Wildcat VF-41 USS
Ranger CV4

Pat Westerberg

1/48th scale Monogram F4F-4 Wildcat VF-6 USS
Enterprise

Kit decals. Paint scheme is Blue grey over Light
Grey Tamiya acrylics

Frank Ress

I like Coast Guard livery on aircraft, and I have several kits in
my stash for USCG subjects (plus one Italian CG plane). All
72nd scale, since that's what I build .
Since I suggested Coast Guard night as a meeting theme, I felt
obligated to try to build something. � i resolved to just build
out of the box, rather than get bogged down detailing and
improving this build, which is what usually happens to my
efforts. I have enough started-but-not-finished kits already. 😉

There are a lot of small parts that have no locator pins or
marks. You just have to approximate attachment points from
the instruction diagrams and pictures on the box or Internet.
Clear parts are nice, but fit for those (particularly the main
windscreen) leaves some major gaps, which I've tried to fill
using Micro Krystal Klear.

I considered both a Revell Germany HH-65 Dolphin and an
Italeri HH-60J Jayhawk, and decided initially to go with the
Dolphin. Both kits are a bit dated, with raised panel lines and
basic interiors. The Dolphin was a lot simpler, with roughly
half as many parts, so I decided to go with that.
After a couple days research on colors for both aircraft, I
found that there was a newer Dream Models kit for the
Dolphin, so I bought one of those, boxed up the Revell
Dolphin (and gave it away at the meeting).
So I spent about 3 weeks working on the Jayhawk. Though I
had hopes of finishing the model for the meeting, the kit has a
lot of issues.
The instructions have a lot of inaccuracies, including listing
"gloss red" for every color in the legend. Italeri was very
helpful emailing me a pdf with corrected legend, but there are
a number of errors remaining.
Fit is rough - I spent a lot of time filling and sanding to finish
surface prep. It was ALMOST ready for paint by the meeting.

I also managed to dump a bottle of liquid solvent and splashed
both fuselage halves and the already-painted (fortunately not
decaled) tail rotor. More surface prep required for repairs.
Particularly after needing to repair the solvent incident, I
considered re-scribing the major panel lines, but I've
abandoned those thoughts. I did scribe the door edges, but
went with lightly sanding down the raised detail to deemphasize it overall (it's not really relevant in this scale
anyhow).
I've resolved to complete this model for the next meeting.
We'll see.

1/72nd scale kit bash XB-38 Unknown B-17 + two Airfix P-38 kits.

Paul Gasiorowski
The XB-38 was the result of a modification project undertaken by Vega (a subsidiary of Lockheed) on a Boeing
B-17 Flying Fortress to fit it with liquid-cooled Allison V-1710-89 Vee engines. It was meant as an improved
version of the B-17, and a variant that could be used if air-cooled Wright R-1820 radial engines became
scarce. Completing the modifications took less than a year, and the XB-38 made its first flight on May 19,
1943. Only one prototype was built, and it was developed from an existing B-17 bomber.[1]
While the XB-38 delivered a substantially higher top speed, its service ceiling was lower. After a few flights it
had to be grounded due to a problem with engine manifold joints leaking exhaust gases. Following the fixing of
this problem, testing continued until the ninth flight on June 16, 1943. During this flight, the third (right inboard)
engine caught fire, and the crew was forced to bail out. The XB-38 was destroyed and the project was
canceled
This was basically a kit bashed model from some photographs I had found in an old magazine given to me by
Brain Gardner.
The kit was a 1/72 Model B-17 manufacturer unknown. I used 4 Allison engines from 2 Airfix 1/72 P-38 kits.
There quite a bit of cutting, filling, etc. to get the engine nacelles to fit into the wings of the B-17.

1/144th scale Minicraft R-5D U.S. coast Guard
Paul Gasiorowski

The orange band around the fuselage had a decal for it,
but the color was off so I painted the band. But I did use
the black decal strip between the band and the fuselage.
Also there were 2 options for the windscreen decals, one
with silver windows and one with black windows. I
choose the black windows. The last thing to do was add
the tip decals to the props, 12 tiny, tiny decals about 1
mm by 2mm, what a pain, but probably easier than
trying to paint the tips in 1/144 scale.

1/144th scale MiniCraft R5D U.S. Coast Guard

I used Model Master Acryl Aluminum. I find that
this acryl goes down very nicely if you don’t overdo
the thickness of the coats of paint. Patience is a
watch word with this paint. Since it dries very
quickly, 15/20 minutes is all that is need between
coats. Then it’s best to let it sit for a couple days to
cure correctly

1/48 Hasegawa RAF Sabre Mark
IV

Mike Hanlon
Hasegawa released the Sabre kits in the mid
Nineties. The first was the Japanese manufactured
F-86F-40. The next release was the USAF F-86F30. All subsequent releases were for these two
types, whether they were accurate or not.

The RAF Sabre Mark IV was produce by Canadair
and was similar to the F-86F-30. The Hasegawa
release contains parts for the USAF F86F-30. To
build a somewhat accurate version using the
Hasegawa kit, a large rectangular panel needs to be
removed from the top of the fuselage and a large
scoop needs to be removed from the starboard
fuselage. The panel was sanded flush with the
fuselage and the scope was sanded and filled with
Evergreen plastic and superglue. Once these

modifications had been made, the construction of
the kit was straightforward and offered no real
challenges except those which were self-inflicted.

The camouflage scheme for RAF Sabres was Dark
Green and Medium Sea Grey over Silver for Sabres
based in the United Kingdom or RAF Dark Green
and Medium Sea Grey over PRU Blue for Sabres
based in Germany. I planned to use Hataka Paints
for the camouflage but mistakenly ordered Dark Sea
Grey rather than Medium Sea Grey. I substituted
Tamiya’s Medium Sea Gray and used Hataka’s
paints for the other colors. Detail painting was done
using Tamiya paints.
The finished model looks like an RAF Sabre. There
are some panel line differences but I wasn’t going

to worry about that. This kit had been in my stash
for some time and somehow the drop tanks
disappeared. I substituted drop tanks fro the
Academy F-86F kit. They fit perfectly.
While I was working on this model, Airfix
announced that they will be releasing a Sabre Mark
4 later this year. So if you want to build a Sabre

Mark 4, you may want to see how their kit turns
out.
Eagle Strike Decals RAF Sabres Part 1
4 Squadron RAF Germany 1954
Paints Used:
Hataka RAF Dark Green
Tamiya Medium Sea Gray Hataka PRU Blue

